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CHESTER ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY  

 

CONSULTATION ON PROPOSALS TO RELOCATE  CHESHIRE RECORD OFFICE  

 

SUMMARY 

 

The Chester Archaeological Society is of the firm opinion that the Cheshire Record Office 

should remain in Chester, as the seat of former city and county governments to which many 

of the collections will relate; as a major historical centre that has given birth to a number of 

historical societies; and as the home of a university with a thriving History department. 

Continued location in Chester would facilitate synergy with other local government historical 

services (Historic Environment Service, Archaeological Planning Advisory Service). For 

users from afar, the city is well connected by road and rail. Should the present Duke Street 

buildings not prove to be appropriate for the future, the former Enterprise Centre site offers 

space and is particularly well placed in terms of communications. However, we consider that 

the Record Office collections constitute an under-exploited resource that should be more 

publicly accessible in order to enhance the city’s cultural offer. We therefore urge that nos 

49-51 and Folliott House on Northgate Street, adjacent to the new Chester library-cum-

theatre should also be considered. The opportunity should also be taken to reconsider the 

function of Chester History and Heritage. 

 

1.0 General location 

 

1.1 Chester is the ‘intuitive’ location for the County Record Office: as the former ‘county 

town’ it is where people would expect to find it.  

 

1.2 Given its former status as a county borough, seat of the county palatine and of county 

government, a significant proportion of the documents in the collections surely relate 

to Chester or were composed there – witness the fact that until recently the city had 

its own record office. 

 

1.3 As one of the major historical settlements of north-west England, occupied for over 

2000 years, Chester’s past is the focus of a considerable amount of interest and 

research, which may involve standing buildings, portable archaeological artefacts and 

documentary records. It is obviously desirable for as much of this inter-related 

material to be accessible ‘on site’ as possible. 

 

1.4 In support of 1.3, witness the existence of the Chester Archaeological Society, the 

Chester Civic Trust, the Chester Historic Buildings Trust, the Chester Canal Heritage 

Trust and the Chester Society for Landscape History. Although the interests of these 

societies may extend across the county (and indeed into north-east Wales), Chester 

is their focus. In addition, Chester University has a thriving History department. 

 

1.5 Again, Chester is the base of CWaC’s Historic Environment Team and of the 

Archaeological Planning Advisory Service (one of the Cheshire Shared Services). We 

have argued previously that these teams should have a greater public-facing role and 

that there is an unrealised potential for synergy between them and the Record Office, 

which would obviously be much more easily realised if they continued to be co-

located in the same city, if not in the same buildings (see, for example, our comments 

on the One City Plan, paras 4.0 and 9.0 http://www.chesterarchaeolsoc.org.uk/CAS_ 

PlanConsult11_ChesterOneCityPlan_RC&PC_comments_V04_00-09-11.pdf and on 

http://www.chesterarchaeolsoc.org.uk/CAS_%0bPlanConsult11_ChesterOneCityPlan_RC&PC_comments_V04_00-09-11.pdf
http://www.chesterarchaeolsoc.org.uk/CAS_%0bPlanConsult11_ChesterOneCityPlan_RC&PC_comments_V04_00-09-11.pdf
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the CWaC Local Plan Part Two, para 2.9 http://www.chesterarchaeolsoc.org.uk/ 

CAS_PlanConsult14_CWaC_LocalPlan_Part2_PC_comments_V02_28-05-14.pdf). 

 

1.6 In terms of communications, Chester is as well connected as any of the other 

potential locations by road and better than some by rail. 

 

1.7 It would therefore seem bizarre to consider locating the Record Office anywhere but 

Chester. 

 

2.0 Specific location 

 

2.1 We do not have strong views on this. Clearly the present location has its attractions 

as a city-centre site. However, the former Enterprise Centre is also attractive, offering 

room for expansion and some parking. It would also be immediately adjacent to 

Chester railway station (a connection that would be enhanced if the proposed Hoole 

Road footbridge were to be constructed). It is admittedly an ‘edge of centre’ site, but 

is nevertheless only 1.1 km ‘as the crow flies’ from the Cross, and connectivity with 

the city centre would be improved if suggestions of a shuttle bus service around the 

Inner Ring Road and taking in the station were to be implemented. 

 

3.0 Operational matters 

 

3.1 We consider that the collections in the Record Office constitute an under-used 

resource that should be more publicly accessible to enhance the city’s cultural offer. 

There is therefore an argument for co-locating it with the new Chester library, as has 

been done at the ‘Hive’ at Worcester; there is likely to be far greater synergy between 

a library and a record office than between a library and a theatre. We would therefore 

suggest that nos 49–51 and Folliott House in Northgate Street should at least be 

considered as locations. 

 

3.2 As part of the consideration of any relocation relationships with the local history 

collection in Chester library and especially with Chester History and Heritage should 

therefore be reconsidered. At present the latter in particular seems to be a missed 

opportunity that is in need of reinvigoration. 

 

 

P Carrington 

For Chester Archaeological Society 

 

29 June 2014 
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